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By the students – for the people

Fighting for D.A.C.A.
by Michelle Meyers
The smog and ash from the
fires finally began to clear, yet
it was emotion that hung heavy
in the air this afternoon at the
UC Quad. After the Trump administration announced this
Tuesday that it will formally
put an end the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
Program, or D.A.C.A. An end
date was placed on the legal
protections that were granted to approximately 800,000
undocumented people who entered the country as children.
In response, M.E.Ch.A (Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan) De Humboldt State
held a rally that took place this
afternoon in the UC Quad. Students, faculty and members of
the community came out in
support of the Latinx community and those who may be affected by the recent retraction.
As Karla Sanchez strolled
calmly up to the microphone,
the crowd quickly grew silent. Sanchez is an HSU stu-

with pride.
“Come out of the shadows
and don’t be afraid,” Sanchez
said.
“We are supported in the
school.”
Sanchez felt that community support and action is vital,
and she kindly turned to the
crowd to ask for support.
“Start speaking in your
classroom, bring up the problem, ask what’s going to happen,” she said.
Anayeli Auza is yet another HSU Student, member of
M.E.Ch.A. De Humboldt State
and DREAMER that came to
the rally to voice her support
for the Latinx community and
stand in solidarity. Auza came
to the United States when she
was just one year old. While reflecting on her childhood after
moving to the United States,
she posed the question, “How
do you tell a 12 year old that a
paper defines their opportunities?”

Marisol Ruiz stands in solidarity to speak proudly for her
community. | Michelle Meyers

dent, member of M.E.Ch.A.
De Humboldt State and a
DREAMER. When she started to tell her story, her voice
shook ever so slightly, and her
eyes began to water. Sanchez’s
parents brought her to the
United States when she was
only two years old. This year,
she walked across the university graduation stage, but now
Sanchez is here in the UC Quad
to prepare for the next stage of
her life in the face of the retraction. Even under the weight
of her situation and with the
fate of the Latinx community
in clear view, it only took her
a moment to strengthen her
spine and speak before her local community with power and

The answer to that question,
she couldn’t provide. Both
then and now. As of Tuesday,
an unshakeable sense of worry
and fear hangs over Auza regarding the future and the futures of other DREAMERS in
the community.
“People who are walking
around don’t know what’s going to happen. Stay strong out
there,” said Auza.
While spirits were low in the
face of a future so uncertain,
the support was evident. The
concrete seats, lawns and the
balconies lining the UC quad
were packed with students and
members of the local community, some part of the Latinx
community and others allies,

“We need you right now, a lot of us are in the shadows,” said Cesar G. Abarca Assistant Professor- Department of
Social Work. | Raymond J. Garcia

but they had come to lend ears
to listen, express their support
and stand in solidarity with the
Latinx community.
In the midst of the rally the
crowd began to chant,
“Defend D.A.C.A, Down
with Trump, Down with U.S.
imperialism.”
“This country is built on the
blood, sweat and tears of immigrants,” said Cesar G. Abarca, Assistant Professor of the
Department of Social Work.
Abarca came out to speak
on behalf of the Latinx community and those who support
them, expressing not only a,
“need to recognise that fear,”
regarding the implications of
the retraction within the Latinx community, but a great
need for support from those
outside of the community.
“We need you right now, a
lot of us are in the shadows,”
said Abarca.
In an email sent Tuesday afternoon to HSU students and
staff, President Lisa A. Rossbacher expressed her support
for students affected by the
retraction, saying that, “Humboldt State University stands
with you, and we care about
you. We’re going to keep doing
all we can to help you succeed
in school and become Humboldt alumni.”
In addition, she also expressed her feelings about the
retraction itself.
“I’m frustrated by this
short-sighted thinking of our
leadership at the national level. I want America to do better.
We need America to do better.” said Rossbacher.
“By doing so with no alternative solution in place, our
government has created uncertainty and fear for hundreds of
thousands of people, including
thousands of college students.”
Rossbacher also came to
speak at the rally to show her

continued support for HSU
students affected by the reaction.
“I was horrified by the announcements today,” said
Rossbacher.
“I join all of you who are
part of D.A.C.A., especially
our students.” “We are human
beings, damn it,” said Marisol
Ruiz, who came to the rally
to stand in solidarity and act
as a voice for her community.
She spoke from the heart with
intensity and integrity. When
speaking about how her mother was deported when she was

young, she turned to the crowd
to offer them a piece of advice
“Don’t feel alone,” said Ruiz
(Delete?) When HSU student and Dorm Community
Advisor Steph Cardenas found
out about the event yesterday,
she immediately began filling
the walls in her dormitory with
flyers for the event.
“Silence is violence,” said
Cardenas
Cardenas feels that it is pertinent to be a voice in such a
time, because to her, “being silent is being on the same side.”

Michelle Meyers may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Farewell Moose Johnson

When someone knows how
to love, it’s felt by everyone
they meet. It takes only one
individual to light up a room
and help everyone feel better.
The Journalism Department

is united in remembrance of
our beloved mascot, Moose,
who passed August 26.
Moose was the canine companion of Humboldt State
Journalism professor, Vicky

Sama, but also spent his days
integrated as a faculty member
of the Journalism and Mass
Communication department.
Loved by everyone he met,
Moose would eat the food you

I am extremely touched by
the sympathy from my HSU
colleagues and students this
past week after the death of my
dog Moose. My loving Labrador mutt died on August 26 at
my house in Arcata. I lost my
father, two best friends and my
ability to ride a bike, but that
Saturday was by far the worst
day of my life.
I brought Moose into the
vet clinic the previous Thursday evening to be checked for
arthritis of his hips because he
was hobbling a bit slower than
usual. The doctor took an x-ray

drop on the floor and cuddle
by your feet, and always do
it with a smile. Moose once
saved a man’s life who was
suffering from hypothermia
by raising his body tempera-

and discovered that Moose
had a large tumor in his belly
and lungs full of smaller tumors. I was in disbelief. I had
another dog long ago that had
cancer and was told he had two
months to live, and he lived for
nine more. But that wasn’t the
story this time.
By Friday afternoon, news
spread around the journalism

to drop out of HSU her freshman year but stayed because of
the dog she met in Bret Harte
House, home to the journalism
faculty offices. They brought
flowers and fruit and told stories about pulling his nose out
of the department’s short garbage cans. That afternoon, I
heard these students say over
and over to Moose, “I love
you.”
Later on Friday, my journalism department colleagues
came over as well as friends
from the community. All of
them know what Moose meant
to me, as I am becoming that
lonely old professor with her
aging black dog in tow.
Moose and I had a special
bond. He was extremely kind,
gentle and curious. He was with
me more than not and was a
regular fixture at my office. My
colleagues adopted him by default. Marcy Burstiner shared

department that Moose was
ill. Some students came to
my house… Liam, Allie, Alex,
Starsong and others. They sat
on the living room floor and
spoiled Moose with kisses and
gentle back rubs. It was a clear,
sunny day, so I left the front
door open so anyone could
walk in. Liam called Moose,
“the people’s dog,” and Allie
read Moose a letter that she
wrote about how she was going

her chicken soup with Moose.
Deidre Pike had a secret stash
of milk bones she used to lure
Moose away from Marcy’s office. And Joyce Corpus always
asked me if it was okay to give
Moose a treat after she already
gave him three or four. Moose
loved the attention and getting
spoiled. But most of all, Moose
loved students like Alex, Jess,
Race, Keaundrey, Tyler, Skye,
Zach, Steph, Yawen and Car-

Disiere & Associates

Linda Disiere, Broker CCIM, CRC, BRE#603876
350 E St. #510, Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 444-3007 ljdisiere@gmail.com
www.humboldtrealestateservices.com

Available now!
1330 Harris St., Eureka
3 bed/ 2 bath house
$1,700 per mo.
Call for details or for other
Residential or Commercial
space for lease.

Looking for shared office space, conference
rooms, or event space?
Firework in Old Town Eureka offers
a variety of ideas beginning at $75 per mo.
www.firework.space

ture with a warm hug. Moose
was a valuable member of the
Journalism Department. Sama
shares her memories of Moose
with the Humboldt community through a letter.
men and rolling around with
them on the carpet of the office
lounge.
Two days after I took Moose
to the vet, he left our world. My
colleague and friend Joyce was
there when the doctor came to
give him relief from pain with
a needle. Moose hated needles.
We cried and cried and my
chest hurt so badly, my lungs
were not filling fully with air.
I was fortunate to have Joyce
with me through it. By after-

noon, students and colleagues
returned to my living room
to find Moose was gone. This
time, something happened to
me that never happened before. The students who came
into my house brought more
flowers, more fruit and more
stories. And this time, they
said, “I love you, Vicky.” In my
eighteen years of teaching, I
have never heard those words
so sincerely spoken by a student to me.
Students have always called
me the hardest journalism
teacher, and my colleagues
know I’ve never been a pushover. The last thing I imagined
is that a student would care for
me that way. I know it would
never be possible and I would
never have heard those words
if it wasn’t for my dog Moose.
I am touched. I am changed.
And I now know, I am loved.
I have learned from my students this past week, and it is
extremely powerful.
I am Moose.
If you knew or were affected
by Moose, there will be a memorial at the Bret Harte House
held on Friday, Sep. 9 at 2 p.m
From all of us at The Lumberjack,
We will miss you, Moose.
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Osher Lifelong Learning Institute holds
fall open house

by Robert Brown

When California businessman and philanthropist Bernard Osher founded the Bernard Osher Foundation of San
Francisco in 1977 he created
more than just a place for
people to learn, he created a
community. During Saturday’s
open house, people from all
over Humboldt were invited to
come see what classes are being offered this semester and
meet the teachers and staff at
OLLI.image.jpeg
“After Osher attended his
50 year high school reunion,
he said there were two types
of people in the room, one
type that is waiting to die, and
the other type who are learning new things and starting
new lives and building new
interests.” said Sheila Rocker-Heppe, Director of OLLI.
With over 120 OLLI’s nationwide, it is the largest continuing education organization
in the United States. Every
OLLI is created differently
based upon its location and
the interests of the people in
the community. All classes are
specially designed short courses with no exams or grades,
with subjects varying from religion and genealogy to bridge
and dance.
“We have moved way beyond the expectation that anyone had for continuing education,” Rocker-Heppe said.
Some classes take place in a
traditional classroom setting,

but others explore different
areas of the community and
beyond to teach classes such as
kayaking, history or geology.
OLLI programs are structured
with a learning component in
mind. When a person takes a
yoga class, they learn the history and vocabulary of yoga as
well as the movements.
“When we first started
OLLI, the planning grant,
which is judged by attendance, didn’t think we would
have 500 members to maintain a lifelong learning institute,” Rocker-Heppe said.
“We surpassed that number
and signed up 1300 members
our first year, and have maintained that number for the last
8 years.”
There is a solid connection
between OLLI and their communities, in particular Humboldt State University. The
people who attend and teach at
OLLI are a vibrant, excited and
energetic group of people with
an age range of 50 to 95 years
old. A number of retired faculty from HSU and the Cal State
system teach classes, continuing with their passion to teach
and serving the community.
“I think that really shows
the interested and the interesting people that are a part of
OLLI,” Rocker-Heppe said.
OLLI relies on $35 annual membership costs and
donations from the Friends
of OLLI, who are also members. Donations allow OLLI

to stretch into new areas and
offer scholarships to offer extended educations to all people
in the community, regardless
of income.
“Many of the teachers at
OLLI have donated their salaries to provide scholarships
for others to attend classes,”
Rocker-Heppe said.
Courses are usually between
two and six weeks long and
there are over 100 courses to
choose from. OLLI members
also receive a 20% discount
on select Center Arts events.
Every Monday OLLI offers a
free presentation to anyone in
the community that is primarily focused on teaching people
some of the local business origin stories, “how to” courses
such as how to create a will, or
just cut loose and share ghost
stories.
Many members volunteer
their time and talents to create an atmosphere that feels
truly enriching. OLLI is always

looking for volunteers and
there are several ways to help,
by joining the OLLI advisory
committee or the OLLI curriculum committee, by becoming
a classroom assistant, or start
a Special Interest Group. Call
826-5880 for more information.

(Above) Reverend Molly Cate’s
booth showcasing her class on
Fractals at OLLI’s open house.
(Below) Members of the community
meeting teachers and discussing
classes during OLLI’s open house.

Robert Brown may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

California State University smoking ban
by Robert Brown

Beginning with a letter originally issued by CSU President
Mark Yudof in 2012 and ending with an executive order,
the university system adopted
the new policy. Each campus
president is being asked to
comply with the system-wide
policy and create a smokefree campus by creating a task
force, including a student representative that will serve on
the Smoke and Tobacco-Free
Policy Task Force to ensure
the campus is moving forward.
Over 1,500 other colleges and
universities nationwide have
already gone smoke and tobacco free.
Kim Comet, HSU Director
of Risk Management and Safety Services, said the smoke and
tobacco free policy is per exec-

utive order from the Chancellor’s Office.
“It applies to all CSU campuses,” Comet said. “Smoking
has to occur off of campus.”
The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
created the Tobacco-Free College Campus Initiative (TFCCI) to promote and support
the adoption and implementation of tobacco-free policies at
universities, colleges and other
institutions of higher learning
across the United States. Enforcement of the new policy
will be primarily focused on
educational campaigns, outreach programs and the promotion of tobacco treatment
options, including resources
and referrals for quitting.
“We will mostly be dealing
with the policy in the form of

education and monitoring,”
Chief of University Police
Donn Peterson said.
“We will not be the smoking
police and will likely refer cases to the appropriate authorities for administrative action
once the ban takes place after
September 1,” Peterson said,
“maps located online and all
around campus can be quickly
referenced to determine campus boundaries.”
According to the Center for
Disease Control, tobacco use is
the leading preventable cause
of death and is responsible for
443,000 deaths per year in the
United States, with an estimated 49,000 deaths annually due
to secondhand smoke exposure.
HSU Director of Housing
and Residence Life Steve St.

A designated smoking area on HSU campus.

HSU student Elena Rios taking a smoke break between classes in a
designated smoking area which is being removed from campus.

Onge said, in regards to smoking in the residence halls,
the school has never allowed
smoking in any campus housing facility.
“What has changed is that
the smoking gazebos, which
had been designated as smoking areas are no longer available for students, faculty or
staff to use as designated campus smoking areas,” St. Onge
said.
Students have voiced concern over the amount of trash
and litter that could increase
due to the smoking ban, saying
students will not quit smoking
and will more than likely resort to becoming sneaky, trying to hide and smoke, which
will lead to cigarette butts being thrown on the ground instead of in proper receptacles.
Also, the lack of a safe environment on campus to smoke
may cause students to walk off
campus and put themselves at
risk of violence or assault.

HSU student Elena Rios
said you can’t force people to
stop a habit they have had for
awhile.
“As a smoker, you are bombarded with why smoking is
bad. People do it all the time,
they try to get you to quit,” Rios
said. “They tell you reasons
why you should quit. It’s your
life and you should be able to
make your own choices. It’s a
civil liberty. I think it’s funny
to ban smoking outside.”
According to the CSU website, a cornerstone of the California State University and
higher education is the principle of one’s individual freedom
to learn, teach, work, think,
and take part in their intellectual and career endeavors in a
fulfilling, rewarding, safe and
healthy environment.
“I can understand banning
smoking in certain areas,” HSU
student Alex Pickering said, “if
they gave us another solution
Robert Brown may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Students’ J-point money
washed away
by Ahmed Al-Sakkaf

Brian Thompson (Cashier) checking out items for a student at the college
creek marketplace. | Ahmed Al-Sakkaf

Eat Local
Challenge

Sign up for the Eat
Local Challenge at
Customer Service
to support our local
farmers and vendors!

As the end of last spring
semester approached, sophomore Tonita Johnson, 19,
had around $600 of leftover
J-points on her meal plan.
During the last weeks of the semester, Johnson was trying to
spend her remaining points by
paying for her friends who had
used up all of their J-points.
“I paid for other people who
ran out of J-points,” Johnson
said, “I had to get rid of $600,
I got it down to $92.”
Last year alone, $82,513
worth of unused J-points expired. HSU meal plan J-points
expire at the end of every
spring semester. Every year a
number of students lose their
leftover points. These already
expensive points are nonrefundable and can’t rollover to
the summer semester or the
following school year.
Like many other students,
Johnson took out a loan to pay
for the gold plan she had last
year. Students pay $1.96 for
every $1 they get on the gold
plan. The plan costs $5,544
while students only get $2,832
worth of J-points. $1,416 for
each semester. This hidden,
prepaid cost is known as a
fixed cost.
Johnson lost $92 of

J-points, but adding the fixed
cost fees she paid for when
purchasing the plan brings her
total loss to $180.
“That money would have
gone towards my books and
other stuff that I needed for
this semester,” Johnson said.
Besides buying things for
friends, before heading home
to Los Angeles, Johnson spent
some of her J-points buying
things from the on-campus
markets and left them at a
friend’s house in Arcata that
caught on fire this summer.
“My friend house caught on
fire, a lot of those things that
I’ve bought from all around got
destroyed in the fire,” Johnson
said. “Everything is gone. They
lost a lot of stuff, I lost some of
my stuff.”
HSU does not refund students any part of their remaining meal plan balance.
“They [HSU] should refund
the points. I feel they have the
ability to refund the points,”
Joey Mularky, president of Associated Students, said.
Sahil Barot, a 19-year-old
international student from India, said it’s a waste of money.
At the end of last spring
semester, he had over $280
leftover points on his meal
plan. He spent some of his re-

maining points on things from
the on-campus markets, but
still lost around $70 worth of
J-points that expired.
“It was sad. It’s a lot, it’s a
big amount,” Barot said. “With
that money, I could buy my
stuff for a month. My food,
groceries, milk or cereal or
vegetables and fruits I could
buy it for a month.”
Barot’s family owns a farm
in India where they grow cotton, potatoes and tobacco. His
father helped him pay for the
meal plan with their farm income savings. His father also
took a loan to pay for his education.
“My father saved some
money for me,” Barot said.
“My father took a loan from a
bank and got money from the
farm.”
In a school where over 50
percent of student come from
low-income families, there are
no plans to consider refunding
student for their unused meal
plans money. This brings up
the question, what does student who needs that money
do?
“The answer to the question
‘What do student who need
that money do?’ I don’t have
a good answer for that,” said
Ron Rudebock, the director
of Dining Services. “Life is not
fair sometimes.”
Ahmed Al-Sakkaf may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Thursday, Aug. 31, the
Youth Educational Services
house on campus, Y.E.S.
House, held their open house
for students and other members of the community to come
and see what the Y.E.S. House
has to offer.
The Y.E.S. House is a completely student run program
of the Associated Students of
Humboldt State University
and is under the department of
Student Affairs. Since 1968, the
Y.E.S. House has played a vital
role in supporting students in
becoming active members in
their community and initiating
social change by creating and
implementing volunteer programs that serve the needs of
the community.
Currently, there are 13 different volunteer programs at
Y.E.S. and each of them works
with a different population
within our local community.
Their purpose is to offer support for any kind of needs they
may have that arise.
New Games is one of the
programs at The Y.E.S. and
has been around since 1991.
Cori Simons, a Child Development major at HSU and the
newest Program Director of
New Games explains that the
program was created with the
intention to promote “non-violence, non-competitiveness in
children, and positive relationships between college students
and children” through a wide
range of team building games.

Welcome Back Students!

ARCATA’S FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS

FOR VISITING PARENTS, STUDENTS, & CAMPUS DEPARTMENT GUESTS

• Exceptional beautifully furnished suites
• Fully appointed with thoughtful amenities
• Walking distance to campus and Plaza
• View website for photo tour and availability

Mention HSU for a 10% Discount!

Cori Simons- New Games Program Director | Michelle Myers

Simons said that New
Games is still seeking volunteers and will eventually be
hosting rummage sales and
games days on the quad.
“We play a lot of improv
games,” Simons said.
Cindy Xiong, freshman
Wildlife major at HSU said
that she stopped by the Y.E.S.
House during her freshman
seminar after her professor
instructed her group to ask
around and see what the campus has to offer.
“They told us about all of
these different volunteer opportunities, and some of them
interested me,” said Xiong,
“As a Wildlife major, I wanted
to do something that involved
being outdoors.”
Xiong, who signed a volunteer slip, also expressed interest in the Environmental Education Program at the Y.E.S
House.

Critical Race, Gender and
Sexuality Studies major Oliver
Winfield-Perez is the new Program Consultant at the Y.E.S
House. He first joined as a volunteer for the Queer Mentoring and Advocacy Program because he wanted to work with
queer youth in the community.
“Once I joined I found a very
close knit sense of community
within Y.E.S, I found friends,”
said Winfield-Perez.
During his experience at
the Y.E.S House working as
a volunteer in the community and within his program,
he said that he was able to
develop certain professional
skills, leadership skills,and social skills, which gave him the
motivation to become a director for that program and then
eventually apply for a position
as Program Consultant.
continued on thelumberjack.org
Michelle Meyers may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Making recycling an art
by Juan Herrera
2500 degrees fahrenheit.
That’s the heat it takes to perfectly mold glass into the shape
your heart desires.
Fire and Light is a local
company in Arcata that hand
crafts an array of colored glass
tableware. This local company
puts on Hot Glass Tours that
allows you to be up close to
watch the process it takes to
make these fascinating pieces.
John McClurg, the president of Fire and Light, discusses the tour and some about his
product.
“These tours give people a
small sense of how long and
hard the process is to making
hand crafted objects,” McClurg
said. “It also brings light to
how much we actually do re-

cycle when making our products.”
The tours take place Monday through Friday, at 10 a.m.,
12 p.m., and at 2 p.m.. According to McClurg the tours have
been great for his company
as well as to the community
members.
Fire and Light purchase
their used glass from the Arcata Community Recycling Center to make everything made
out of the community’s glass.
According to McClurg they
are the first glass company to
use all recycle objects to make
their product in the United
States.
Kelli Welch, an employee of
Fire and Light, discussed her
role in the business and about
some of her favorite hand
made pieces.

Different colors and shapes of Fire and Light hand crafts | Juan Herrera

An employee of Fire and Light getting melted glass from their furnace. | Juan Herrera

“I pretty much help wherever needs to be helped, but
mostly I set up the display
store and help costumers
here,” Welch said. “Helping
here in the store makes it hard
to narrow down a favorite, but
I have a special liking to the
foot bowls we make.”
An employee of Fire and
Light getting ready to mold a
cup with melted glass Photo
credit: Juan Herrera
According to Welch the
ideas of what to make come
from the community and
shows they attend out of the
state. Welch mentioned how
she came up with a heart
shaped design glass that they
now create. Fire and Light’s
showroom is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m., located at 100 Ericson
Ct, Suite 100A in Arcata.
During the tour Humboldt

State graduate, Lorea Euskadi,
said how this was not her first
time on the tour and describes
her top three favorite pieces.
“I’ve been living here for
about 5 years now. This is my
fourth time touring this place,
and the products just keep getting better and better,” Euskadi said. “It’s so hard to pin
point favorites here but if I had
to only keep three they would
be my dogs custom bowl, my
favorite soup bowl and lastly
my crazy multi-colored vase.”
According to Euskadi, if you
haven’t been to the Fire and
Light tour or store, you are severely missing out on an awesome art form.
“I honestly look forward to
it every year and encourage
more people to come on down
and join in on the action,” Euskadi said.

Juan Herrera may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

A beard trend
by Juan Herrera

Imagine having to go
through the process of searching for products just to grow
facial hair, or having to beg to
your barber to create a beard
that isn’t there. All of that,
just to fit in. Many men do this
constantly to have a beard like
their friends.
Jesus Hernandez, an HSU
student and a barber for the
last four years has noticed an
immense amount of his clientele switch from a clean shaven
beard to a full grown out beard.
“Those who couldn’t grow
out a beard seeked for a product that would give them the
beard they want.” Hernandez
said. “I started noticing clients
who have always been clean
shaving even try to have me
line up their stubble.”
Hernandez said that ever
since the big boxing match between Floyd Mayweather and
Connor McGregor, some of his
clients started to come in and
ask for the “McGregor” hairstyle. The “McGregor” hairstyle consists of a clean short
hair cut with a big bushy beard.
More often than not you can

walk into any room and half
of the men, if not more, have
some sort of beard. Is this a coincidence? Or is it just a trend?
Humboldt State senior,
Tony Robinson, said how he
has noticed the drastic changes of his peers with beards over
the past two years.
“First I’ll start off by saying
that I ain’t hating because I
myself have a beard, but damn
man! Everyone and there mom
has a beard now, literally!”
Robinson said. “I remember
back in freshman year no one
but ME had a beard, now everyone just wanna copy me
man.”
Robinson said he believes
everyone is trying grow a
beard to be more likable and
look more intimidating.
Diego Gonzalez, 28, says
that his beard makes life easier. He doesn’t have to waste
time shaving.
“When I’m in a rush I just
kinda let it go however,” Gonzalez said. “Usually when I
have a presentation I put like
beard oil or stuff like that.”
Products such as beard wax

or oil are often used to style
beards. A beard is a part of a
person’s identity and can grow
and be trimmed along with
their changing interests and
needs.
“I had it thinner, I had a really long beard too,” Gonzalez
said. “I’m a wrestler so it would
always get in my way, so unfortunately I’d have to trim it.”
Elizabeth Laney, a Eureka
local, said she is use to more
men having beards than not
but still has noticed it’s been
more then usual in the past
couple years.
“Personally I love a man
with a nice thick beard, so I
think there’s nothing wrong
with a beard trend happening,” Laney said. “And for all
you guys out there trying to
grow beards over the years,
just stop, you probably look
way cuter shaved.”
Laney said that because she
has grown up in Humboldt
County she will always have a
soft spot for beards.
According to the New York
Times article “Are Men More
Desirable With Beards”, Laney

isn’t the only person who loves
men with beards. In the article
it shows a university in Australia did a study asking 8,520
women if they preferred men
with a beard and more than 70
percent said yes.
Tony Robinson had one last

thing to say to men out there
with beards.
“If it ain’t there don’t force
something to happen, but if
it is rock that fresh beard like
there’s no tomorrow.” Robinson said.

Diego Gonzalez puts beard oil into his beard when he has presentations.
| Curran C. Daly
Juan Herrera may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Humboldt County Fair
by Lauren Shea
Humboldt County celebrated it’s 121st fair this summer in
Ferndale, CA. The fair offered so many activities for all ages and
ran until Labor Day, September 4.

(Above) Signs for different events
and places around the Humboldt
County Fair. | Lauren Shea

(Left) The Ferris Wheel and game
booths in the carnival area.
| Lauren Shea

One of the new rides introduced this year. | Lauren Shea

Imelda Garcia working at the Buoy Toss in the Carnival area. | Lauren Shea

One of the many types of food and snacks in the food court. | Lauren Shea
Lauren Shea may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Conserve the birds
by Michelle Meyers

The Migratory Birds of the
Americas Conservation Act
was enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives on
July 12, 2017. U.S. Senators
Ben Cardin and Rob Portman
introduced the bill as a reauthorization to The Neotropical
Migratory Bird Conservation
Act. The bill is intended to promote long-term conservation
of neotropical migratory birds
and their habitats through a
grants program, and so far, it
is the only federal U.S grant
program available throughout the Americas dedicated to
the conservation of migratory
birds.
Projects within the MBACA benefit most of the 386
bird species that breed in the
continental United States or
Canada and spend the winter
in Mexico, Central America,
the Caribbean
or South

Red
Shouldered
Hawk in flight over
Gearheart Marsh.
| Ian Thompson

Looking
out
towards
Arcata Bay at
sunset from the
marsh. | Ian Thompson

America. In addition, MBACA
works to protect over 4.2 million acres of bird habitat spanning across thirty six countries, according to The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
The North Coast of California happens to be one of
richest areas in the country in
terms of avian diversity. Between some 300 and 350 species of birds can be found from
just offshore, all the way to the
first inland ridge-line. Humboldt Bay in particular is a vital
stop for birds migrating along
the Pacific Flyway, which is a
route used by millions of birds
for migration to wintering and
breeding grounds. The bay’s
coastal mudflats support some
of the highest densities of
shorebirds in California, housing 60% of all migrating Black
Brant, 23% of all migrating
and overwintering Western
Sandpiper, 44% of all migrating and overwintering Dublin and 3.5% of all Long
Billed Curlews, just to
name a few. There
are several other
species of birds
protected
under the act that
migrate to and
through Humboldt County.
The Humboldt
Bay Wildlife Refuge, located within the Pacific Flyway,
serves as a key migratory
stopover
and
wintering
a r e a

for several species of waterfowl and shorebirds.
“The purpose of establishing the refuge was to provide
habitat for those birds for their
Wintering stopover,” says Kurt
Roblek of the Humboldt Bay
Wildlife Refuge.
“Let’s say for example…
Aleutian Cackling Goose, we
provide wintering grounds for
that species...whose numbers
were very low before the bird
was listed.”
While he was not aware of
Migratory Birds of the Americas Conservation Act itself, he
said that, “We do have projects that will have direct benefits to those species, such as
our White Slough Restoration
Project, where we are creating
salt marsh habitat along the
edges of Humboldt Bay.”
How exactly are they creating these habitats?
“We are actually taking fill
material and we are increasing
the elevation behind the levees,
so when the levees breach, that
land will be high enough that it
will be salt marsh.”
So what happens when it
breaches?
“So once it’s breached… In a
few years, through passive and
active restoration of that habitat, we will create something
that used to exist, but didnt…
we’ll bring it back,” says Robleck.
“Pre-human, or pre-white
man. In the past, there was
salt marsh”
George Ziminsky of the Arcata Marsh Interpretive Center, board member for the
Friends of the Arcata Marsh
and graduate of HSU felt similarly about the necessity of
our coastal habitats, stating
that, “Most migrating birds
need mudflats for the invertebrates they eat.” Yet,
a lot of the other habitats
along the Pacific Flyway
migratory birds rely on
have been compromised,
such as, “Down in San
Francisco Bay, places have
been dyked and filled in so
what was normally habitat
for food for them, [which]
just had soil brought in and
dumped on top of it.” He stated
that over at the Arcata Marsh,
they are doing what they can
to, “create a more diverse
habitat,” and, “restore what
was taken away.” He also ex-

pressed that
the city actually
has been very involved in
their efforts to restore the
salt marshes.
“A lot of the area
west of I Street was
being used for agricultural land, 15 to
20 years ago, and
the City of Arcata
has removed part of
the levee and took out
the tide gate.”
As of now, The Arcata Marsh includes around
307 acres of mixed habitat and
serves as a solid foraging place
for birds on their winter stopover.
“The shorebird numbers are
in the hundred of thousands in
the winter” says Ziminsky.
Jim Clark, the Redwood
Region Audubon Conservation
Director and four time president, who graduated from
HSU some 40 years ago, states
that the MBACA is, “...the key
conservation act that dictates
everything from development
to hunting.”
Yet when it comes to avian
conservation, “a lot of it is advocacy,” says Clark.
“So we look at the act as
backups to those principles.
We largely are reactionary, we
try to be proactive.”
He feels that public awareness, “going beyond just birdwatching, but understanding
a need to protect migratory
birds,” plays a vital role in
habitat and species conservation. His hope is that one day
people will see “that little yellowish bird with the black top,
Wilson’s Warbler, actually
migrates thousands of miles.
I think that would be an out-

Great
Blue
Heron with
Mallard Ducks
at Klopp Lake. | Ian
Thompson

Snowy
Egret
| Ian
Thompson

standing thing if all the people
saw it, better understood what
it has to go through to have a
life.”
“About 5 years ago we had
seeds of varied thrush, and
you wonder why this happens”
says Clark.
“If you don’t protect the
birds, there won’t be any birders, because there won’t be any
birds to watch, to put it bluntly.”
How can the public get involved in bird conservation?
“Be aware of what they can
do on an individual basis for
birds”
He recommends putting reflective strips on windows to
stop bird strikes and not leaving garbage out on the street,
which attracts crows and ravens. He says that “40 years
ago, when I was going to HSU,
I had to get in a car and go over
the first ridge inland to see one
or two ravens, and now they’re
thick because they’ve learned
that where humans live, there’s
stuff to eat.”
continued on thelumberjack.org

Michelle Meyers may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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by Kyra Skylark
On June 1, President Trump
announced his intent to withdraw the U.S. from the Paris
Climate Agreement. Individuals all across the U.S. were left
to determine how to respond
to such an impactful decision.
Humboldt State President
Lisa Rossbacher considered
the potential impacts of the
decision on the university.
“One of my immediate reactions was how inconsistent
that decision was with the values we have as a university,”
said Rossbacher. “The values
of Humboldt State and our
commitment to environmental
responsibility and sustainability, just realizing that disconnect between that decision and
who we are as an institution.”
Four days after Trump’s
announcement, a coalition of
mayors, governors, college and
university leaders, as well as
smaller businesses and investors, banded together and released a statement expressing
their support for the climate
action goals in the Paris Agreement.
According to press release
by “We Are Still In” the community will work to “...remain
actively engaged with the international community as part
of the global effort to hold
warming to well below 2℃ and
to accelerate the transition to a
clean energy economy that will
benefit our security, prosperity, and health.”
Since its creation, Hum-

boldt State has joined the “We
Are Still In” community as one
of the universities working to
reduce our carbon emissions
and decrease our environmental impact.
President Rossbacher added Humboldt State University
to the statement list soon after
its inception. She began hearing about the We Are Still In
community statement soon
after President Trump’s announcement.

“

this school by
far is the most
environmentally
conscious campus
— Brian Rossignol
HSU transfer student

“I immediately started
hearing rumblings about the
combination of businesses,
governments and universities
forming a coalition to say, We
Are Still In,” said Rossbacher. “It was probably through a
publication called the Chronicle of Higher Education, that
I saw something about how
colleges and universities were
starting to individually sign on
to this. I found a link online
and I went for it.”
Rossbacher added the university to the list without a second thought, easily deciding
that Humboldt State should
belong to such a community.
“The California State University system is incredibly
supportive of sustainability

and environmental responsibility,” said Rossbacher. “I
didn’t hesitate for a second. I
didn’t feel like I had to ask permission.”
Of those listed on the statement, some believe Humboldt
State University is doing more
to improve their energy efficiency and sustainability than
other universities listed.
Brian Rossignol, a transfer
student here at HSU, provides
his perspective on our school’s
environmental impact.
“I went to San Diego State,
City College, Grossmont, and
Cuyamaca College, and this
school by far is the most environmentally conscious campus, by far,” said Rossignol.
“It’s not even close.”
The Climate Action Plan
proposes numerous advancements and adjustments meant
to reduce the school’s environmental impact and reduce
HSU’s emissions.
To view the complete Climate Action Plan go here.
Another project that Humboldt State is currently involved in that aligns with the
goals in the We Are Still In
statement is the school’s collaboration with the Blue Lake
Rancheria.
“It’s got a solar microgrid and there are also biofuel
backups, so that if the Blue
Lake Rancheria were to be
completely cut off from any
other any energy source, the
combination of alternative
sources that they have would
completely power the facilities

President Lisa Rossbacher | Kyra Skylark

there,” said Rossbacher. “More
importantly, it’s a Red Cross
emergency site, and so it could
be incredibly important if we
had some regional disaster,
like an earthquake.”
Students at Humboldt State
are going out into the community to work with the Schatz
Research Center on the Blue
Lake Rancheria collaboration.
“The Schatz Research Center is doing a lot of amazing
things that move us forward in
renewable energy sources and
away from fossil fuels, and of
course there are opportunities for students to become involved in those projects,” said
Rossbacher.
Humboldt State students
are all informed of the school’s
commitment to social and environmental awareness. Daniel Erb, a student in his fourth
year at HSU has been watching
the progress the school is mak-

ing.
“I think that HSU has definitely been doing a great job
working toward reducing their
carbon emissions and just
overall environmental productivity has been really great,”
said Erb. “Overall, I think the
environmental impact that
HSU has been going for has really been landsliding, which is
great.”
With all of the new policies
and plans the school is creating and implementing, those
on campus should expect to
see changes over the next few
years.
“I’ve talked to President
Rossbacher about it and everything and she seems really into
it,” said Erb. “So, hopefully
everyone on the HSU campus
can get into it.”

Kyra Skylark may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

Spacecraft That’s Thinner Than Human Hair and Catches
Space Debris
Researchers at The Aerospace Corporation in El Segundo, Calif. were awarded $500,000 for creating a new spacecraft that
acts as a vacuum cleaner. They’re Brane Crafts, space ships that
are a yard across and thinner than human hair. Brane Crafts
would go into space and yank chunks of debris down to about 155
miles above the Earth’s surface. They’re incredibly lightweight
and fuel-efficient as well, meaning that they could be shipped
out en masse to do a large scale cleaning the space in our orbit.
(Source: Popular Science)

Graphic Illustration | Bryan Donoghue

by Bryan Donoghue
A report published in Sao
Paolo on August 5 catalogs 381
new species found by researchers in the Amazon. This report
is the third part of an ongoing
series and covers the years
2014 and 2015. Among the
findings, there are 216 previously unknown plants, 93 fish,
32 amphibians, 20 mammals,
19 reptiles, and one bird. All
of these species were found in
places where humankind is destroying the Amazon through
farming and logging.

Trump Picks Number 1 for NASA, and Number 2 for NOAA
President Donald Trump has announced his picks for both
the administrator of NASA and assistant secretary of commerce
for oceans and atmosphere at NOAA. Representative James
Bridenstine (R-OK) is nominated for NASA and Rear Admiral
Timothy Gallaudet, a former Oceanographer of the Navy, for
NOAA. Bridenstine’s nomination is causing controversy as Florida’s senators Marco Rubio and Bill Nelson are unsure if a politician should lead the science program. Both nominees have yet
to be confirmed by the U.S. Senate.
(Source: Science Magazine and Politico)

(Source: BBC)

Graphic Illustration | Kyra Skylark

Nanomaterials Could Combat Climate Change and Pollution
Graphic Illustration | Kyra Skylark

Scientists around the world are developing nanomaterials that can efficiently use carbon dioxide from the air, capture toxic pollutants from water and degrade solid waste into useful products.
Nanomaterials are promising because they have a large surface-area-to-volume ratio for interacting with carbon dioxide and properties that allow them to facilitate the conversion of carbon
dioxide into other things. In terms of toxic pollutants in water, researchers find that adsorption
processes using materials containing magnetic nanoparticles are highly effective and can be easily performed because such nanoparticles have a large number of sites on their surface that can
capture pollutants and don’t readily degrade in water. Other recent research showed that adding
metal oxide nanoparticles to a food waste digester doubled the amount of biogas fuel produced
compared to the digester without it. This technology holds promise, but is still in development.
(Source: Scientific American)

Graphic Illustration | Kyra Skylark
Bryan Donoghue may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Jacks win big in home opener
by Gabe Rivera
The Lumberjacks’ women’s
volleyball team opened its season at home with a bang on
Thursday, Aug. 31, handling
the Academy of Art Urban
Knights 3-1(25-17, 25-15, 2225, 25-21).
Alex Lolland, senior and
outside hitter, had a night to
remember on what was also
her 21st birthday. Lolland had
a team high 16 kills. Six of
them came in a crucial period
when the Lumberjacks were
in danger of losing a second
straight set.
Humboldt’s use of the drop
shot was evident in the first
two sets as they repeatedly
were able to fool the opposing teams blockers with smart
plays, great digs and teamwork. The team won by a combined 18 points in overall set
play.
“I used to be a big hitter that
used to go up and swing at everyone, but you have to realize
between a big fancy swing versus an easy tip is a point-topoint,” Lolland said. “Coach
Kelly and Greg have definitely
been implementing that in me
to be a wiser player.”
The Academy of Art settled
down in the third set from

what looked like early game jitters and rallied behind strong
serving and defense at the net.
The Lumberjacks were able to
keep the set competitive and
went up 20-18, but the Urban
Knights held their composure
and closed it out on a 7-2 run,
winning the third set 25-22.
Knights head coach, Ray
Batalon wants his team to start
doing the small things right
early in the season.
“We were pretty tentative
in the first two sets,” Batalon
said. “Once we started to serve
a little more aggressively and
force Humboldt into some bad
situations it gave us a few more
opportunities.”
The fourth set remained a
competitive one as both teams
were fighting to keep their record clean in the first game of
the season. The Lumberjacks
rallied with a 7-1 run but the
Knights quickly responded
with a 6-1 run of their own.
Tied 19-19, HSU was able to
close out the set on a 6-2 run
giving the team (1-0) its first
victory of the season.

(Above) HSU Volleyball team
huddles together in the Lumberjack
Arena for the first game of the
season against Academy of Art in the
HSU Lumberjacks Arena.
W | Lauren Shea

(Left) Lauren Reid and Savannah
Horton block a spike from Academy
of Art on Thursday, August 31st.
|Lauren Shea

continued on thelumberjack.org
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Lumberjack Classic a success for
the Jacks
by Keaundrey Clark
Humboldt State University’s Women’s Soccer team
kicked of it’s season with two
impressive wins against Fresno Pacific and Colorado Mesa
to end up 2-0 at the Lumberjack Classic.
Saturday against Fresno Pacific, HSU got a steady dose of
Alex Jenkins. Jenkins, a junior,
scored two goals. The first goal
came at 30:32 and the second
at 89:23.
“Sometimes when you have
the fastest girl in Californa
running around, sometimes
you’ll score goals,” Said Head
Coach Paul Karver.
Jenkins led the Lumberjacks in points a season ago,
and was the team’s second
leading goal scorer from a season ago. She already has half
as many goals in the first two
games this year as she did last
season.
“Focusing and calming my
nerves helped me before the
game,” said Jenkins. “The one
thing I can control is my work
rate, after everything will follow.”
Defensively the Lumberjacks pitched a shutout. Humboldt State goalkeeper, Sophomore Katelin Talbert recorded
nine saves on the day, as the
team outshot the Sunbirds 1110.
Helping patrol the back line
was one of the four seniors
on this years team, McCall
Madriago.

Junior Forward Alex Jenkins runs with the ball. | Thomas Allie

“We have a lot of intelligence on this team,” said
Madriago. “You can definitely
see out there we are comfortable and we trust each other.”
Coming off of a four win
season. The Lumberjacks can
only improve. With only five
new players this season. The
team brings back experience
that’s guaranteed to help this
year.
“The second game of a

weekend tournament is always about guts and determination,” said Karver. “We put
ourselves in some bad situations, our back line came up
huge with a shutout.”
In its first regular season
game of the year. The Lumberjacks got a 2-1 win over Colorado Mesa from a late goal by
Myriah Epino that capped the
victory.
Freshman, Sabine Postma,

scored the first goal of the season for HSU.
In his first three years as
head coach, Karver had seen
steady improvement in each of
his teams. Topping his totals
for wins each year until last.
He hopes to make a significant
jump this year.
“We scheduled these games
knowing we’d have great competition,” said Karver. “For us
to come out of this week 2-0 is

fantastic.”
The maturity and the progress the players have made is
what have Karver excited for a
rebound season for HSU.
“We have players that have
really embraced the roles and
leadership that we’ve asked
them to,” said Karver. “The
team dynamic is better then
it’s ever been.”

Keaundrey Clark may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Editorial

Parking at HSU

Students, faculty and staff
are once again irritated with
parking, even with the dip in
enrollment this semester. Students who purchased the semester permit for $157.50 or
the fall and spring permit for
$315.00 are particularly vexed
when they can’t make use of it
consistently. The fact is Parking and Commuter Services
oversells permits. TallChief
Comet, Administrator of Parking & Commuter Services, says
that when one flow of users hop
into their vehicles and vacate
space, the next flow of users
compete for parking. In other words, the ratio of permits
sold balances out with the inevitable schedule turnarounds.
Additionally, the chances of
developing more parking lots
in the future are close to zero.
In light of this recurring issue,
Parking & Commuter Services
encourages alternative modes
of transportation to not only
lower costs and reduce stress,
but to reduce the carbon footprint. Alternatives include the
JackPass, which offers free access on the Redwood Transit
System, Eureka Transit Sys-

tem and Arcata and Mad River
Transit System buses during
the fall and spring semesters.
Parking and Commuter Services are working with the City
of Arcata to implement bike
sharing-service Zagster next
fall. Also, reconstruction of the
G14 and G15 parking lots below the Behavioral and Social
Sciences building will slightly
increase the number of parking spaces and incorporate
“smart” parking technologies
to name a few improvements.
The smart technology will involve space sensors that will
allow permit owners to monitor parking space availability. Reconstruction is expected to start next summer and
end before the subsequent
fall semester. Vehicle owners
who commute to the university within a mile or two of
their residence should consider walking to school or taking
advantage of said alternative
modes of transportation. Participate and reap the rewards
of sustainable practices in no
time, including the cost of gas.
Parking is likely to be an issue
for years to come so students,

faculty and staff must accept it
for what it is and learn to work
with the system until further
changes can be enforced. In
the meantime, there are underused programs available
and other sustainable ways to
get around town. Use the resources that are available to
you. Visit parking.humboldt.
edu for more details. Ride on.
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HSU is banning animals from classrooms and there’s something you
can do about it.
The HSU campus is not a
zoo. After attending this university for almost four years
I’m inclined to disagree with
that statement for a variety of
reasons, but those who carry that sentiment have made
their voices heard. Last semester the HSU Senate passed a
draft resolution banning all
animals except service animals
from campus buildings. Who
does this policy affect? Everyone really, but three groups in
particular.
The first group is made up
of those who have certified service animals. Service animals
go through a vigorous training
regiment and are considered
“working” animals who assist
people with disabilities. Various examples include calming
individuals with PTSD, alerting others if the owner is having a seizure, etc. Service animals are trained to perform a
task specifically related to the
disability the owner has.
The second group is made
up of the people who have emotional support animals. There
are a few distinct differences
between emotional support
animals and service animals,
but I will only outline two. The
first is that emotional support
animals are intended to help
treat persons with psychological and emotional disorders.
Whether or not these qualify as
legitimate disabilities is some-
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Put em’ in a cage they say!
by Phillip Santos

Editor in Chief
Iridian Casarez

icy mandates that emotional
support animals be caged or
kenneled while their owners
are in class. Does anyone have
class all day? Both the owner
and the emotional support animal lose out in this arrangement. But this collateral damage is readily accepted in an
environment where members
of the HSU campus are tired
of dealing with students who
have abused the tolerance towards animals on campus.
One of the worst things
about this policy is that it
doesn’t have to be crafted this
way. Emotional support aniA sign on the HSU library doors welcoming assistance dogs. | Lauren Shea
mals can be allowed in classrooms, and they should be. But
thing that mainstream society
The problem with this pol- the easiest solution to the host
continues to argue about. The icy is that it uses broad mea- of issues that animals on camsecond difference is that emo- sures to target a specific group pus have created is the current
tional support animals don’t of people and in the process, version of this policy. Supgo through a vigorous training causes substantial damage to posed “modest revisions” are
program, they are essentially students with real and press- being made, but I’m skeptical
prescribed by a licensed med- ing needs. These are the stu- that will amount to more than
ical professional as a way to dents who depend on emotion- the correction of a typo.
ease the symptoms of the pa- al support animals to make it
The other awful aspect of
tient’s disorder.
through a tough class, or to this policy is the lack of stuThe third group is probably even get there in the first place. dent input. During the HSU
the largest of the three. These Companionship is a powerful Senate meeting when this
are the people who bring their thing that enables human be- draft resolution passed, multipets to class because they can. ings to do incredible things, ple Senate members expressed
When a dog jumps up onto a but it’s at times necessary to the need for student input to
food surface in the Depot or achieve the ordinary. Because formulate a better pet policy.
leaves behind a steamy pile sometimes the ordinary be- When it comes to this policy,
of excrement, these are the comes the impossible, but an it’s not that the HSU Senate
people that passerbys think impossible that can be dimin- isn’t listening, it’s that the stuof. Based on the comments ished by a familiar friend do- dent body isn’t talking. Don’t
made during the HSU Senate ing what any friend would do, “sit down, be humble” stand
meeting when this resolution which is to offer support.
up, don’t mumble!
passed, this is the group that is
This policy is also cruel tobeing targeted by the new pet wards the emotional support
continued on thelumjerjack.org
policy.
animals themselves. The polPhillip Santos may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Music History
September 6

1961,
Born on this
day, Scott Travis,
drummer Judas
Priest, Racer X.

September 9

September 7

1997,
Fleetwood Mac
went to No.1 on the
US album chart with
‘The Dance’. The album
went on sell over 5
million copies in the
US alone.

1964,
The Kinks third
single ‘You Really Got
Me’, was at No.1 on the
September 10
UK singles chart. Future
1979,
Led Zeppelin founder and
Led Zeppelin
guitarist Jimmy Page
scored their eighth
played tambourine on
UK No.1 album when
the track.
‘In Through The Out
Door’ went to the top
of the charts for
two weeks.

September 8

1954,
Elvis Presley
played at the opening
of the Lamar-Airways
Shopping Center in Memphis Tennessee. Johnny
Cash was in the audience
and after the show met
Elvis for the first time.

September 11

1965,
The Beatles
started a nine-week
run at No.1 on the US
album chart with ‘Help!’,
the group’s sixth US
chart topper.
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			What’s Happening
Thursday September 7

Cruz’N Eureka @ 2nd and F Streets Old Town Eureka, CA
Social & Poker Run
ERC Presents Queer “Speed-Friending” @ KBR / 5-7pm

Friday September 8

CHECK IT Volunteer Drop in hours @ Recreation and wellness
center, 4-6pm
Movie Night on the Quad- Kid Friendly 8-10pm
We will provide popcorn. Please bring your own beverage
(no alcohol)
Our rain location is the KBR or Goodwin Forum.
Cruz’N Eureka
Check-in, Ice Breaker BBQ, Late Registration
Cruz’ thru Old Town
Ferndale Concours @ Main Street Ferndale
Welcome reception at our host hotel

Saturday September 9

Cruz’N Eureka
Cruz’n Eureka Car Show in Old Town
Street Fair, Silent Auction, & Swap Meet!
Naturals Fibers Fair @ Arcata Community
Center
Ferndale Concours
The Scenic Drive
Dinner/Docent led tour

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 10
Ferndale Concours
Event on Main Street

Monday SEPTEMBER 11
Career Exploration @ LIB 114
12-1pm

Communication, Teamwork, and Problem-Solving
Employers hire employees with these skills!
Develop them on the

Associated Students Board of Directors
Current Vacancies:
Legislative Vice President
Chairs the A.S. Board of Director
meetings. They are also responsible
for the maintenance of and adherence
to the A.S. Codes, appoints students to
campus committees, and is a member
of multiple committees.

Social Justice and Equity A.S. Presents
Officer
Plans and implements
Chief Advisor on diversity and
equity for the A.S. Board of
Directors.

programming that
stimulates the cultural
well being of the
University community.

To Apply: Go to the Associated Students website:
https://associatedstudents.humboldt.edu/get-involved

Positions open until filled. Must meet the minimum
qualifications to be a student office holder.

Graduate Student
Representative

External Affairs
Representative

Represents and advocates
for graduate students.

Represents HSU students in
the California State Student
Association and leads the
Associated Students lobbying
and voter registration efforts.
Must be available for travel.
Non-voting member.

Want more information?
Call (707) 826-4221 or visit:
www.humboldt.edu/
associatedstudents

